
Facing pressure from hotel owners and
consumers, France has taken action in
response to the aggressive marketing
policies and practices that online travel
agencies (‘OTAs’) are imposing. Three
cases are currently pending before the
French Courts and the French
Competition Authority (FCA).

At the end of May 2014, the French
Minister of Economy Arnaud de
Montebourg revealed that a lawsuit was
filed by his predecessor in February 2014
before the Paris Commercial Court
against the OTA Booking.com BV
(‘Booking’) for abusive clauses in its
standard contracts with hotels. The main
clause in question is the price parity
clause (or most favoured nation clause)
whereby contracting hotels are obligated
to provide the OTA with prices equal to
or better than those charged by the hotel
directly to consumers or to other OTAs. 

The Booking case, based largely on
investigations carried out by the
consumer frauds authorities (DGCCRF),
follows a similar action against Expedia
Inc, which was sued by the French
government, before the Paris Commercial
Court in November 2013. The decision is
expected in summer 2014. 

Both these cases follow an earlier action
pursuant to which the Paris Commercial
Court in 2011 ordered Expedia,
TripAdvisor and Hotels.com to pay
several thousands of euros in damages to
the Union of Hotel Professionals (Syndicat
National des Hôteliers, Restaurateurs,
Cafetiers et Traiteurs) for deceptive and
misleading commercial practices. In these
proceedings, the Union of Hotel
Professionals together with two other
companies managing hotels (SAS Hôtel
de la Place du Louvre and SARL Château
de Guilguiffin) complained that Expedia,
TripAdvisor and Hotels.com engaged in
misleading commercial practices and
committed acts of unfair competition
consisting notably in displaying false
information regarding the availability,
prices and sales conditions so as to induce
consumers to believe for instance that no
rooms were available at hotels which
refused to contract with these OTA’s. The
defendants objected that the internet
users should be able to understand that
the information to the effect that no
rooms were available referred to the avail-
ability through their websites, rather than
to the real vacancies at the hotels.
Nevertheless, the Paris Court rejected the
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defendants arguments noting that they
provided no evidence of their assertions
and held that the indications of the hotels
not being available were deceptive and
misleading. The Court enjoined OTA’s to
remove such indications from their
websites subject to a daily fine of €1,000.
The OTAs were also ordered to pay
€370,000 in damages to the Union of
Hotel Professionals, the SAS Hôtel de la
Place du Louvre and the SARL Château
de Guilguiffin.

In July 2013, two other industry
groups, the Confederation of
Independent Hotel Professionals
(Confédération des professionnels indépendants
de l’hôtellerie or CPIH) and the Hotel
industry professionals union (Union des
Métiers et des Industries de l’Hôtellerie or
UMIH) complained to the FCA about the
parity clause and other allegedly restric-
tive practices (including extremely large
commissions) implemented by
Booking.com, Expedia and HRS. They
claimed that the latter appear to have
violated: 

(i) Articles L. 420-1 of the French
Commercial Code (cartels) and Article
101.1 of the Treaty on the functioning
of the European Union (TFEU) by
imposing parity clauses; and 

(ii) Articles L. 420-2 of the French
Commercial Code (abuse of dominant
position) and Article 102 of the TFEU
by abusing their collective dominant
position to impose unfair conditions
on the hotels with which they contract.

On 16 September 2013, seized by several
unions of Hotel professionals, the French
Commercial Practices Commission
(Commission d’examen des pratiques commer-
ciales or ‘CEPC’) published an advisory
opinion regarding parity and other
restrictive clauses in OTA contacts. 

In its paper, the CEPC referred to
Article L.442-6-II-d of the French
Commercial Code, introduced on 4
August 2008, which provides that any
clause or contract allowing a commercial
party to benefit automatically from ‘most
favoured nation’ (MFN) treatment, ie, the
more favourable conditions granted to its
competitors by its contracting party, is
deemed null and void. Based on this
article, the CEPC opined that parity
clauses imposing an automatic alignment
of the conditions offered to competitors
were against the law and to be considered
null and void.

After having examined several contracts
entered into by OTAs and hotels, the
CEPC noted a multitude of other contrac-
tual provisions imposed on the hotels by
the OTAs without consideration or
reciprocity on the part of the hotels (eg
discretionary powers granted for the sole
benefit of the OTAs, possibility for the
OTAs to terminate without notice or with
insufficient notice, non-reciprocal
payment terms, non-reciprocal disclaimers
of liability, contractual provisions prevent-
ing the hotels from directly marketing
their services). The CEPC considered that
application of such provisions would likely
give rise to unlawful abrupt terminations
of commercial relations and in any case
likely created a significant imbalance in the
rights and obligations of the parties, in
contravention of Articles L. 442-6-I-2 and
I-5 of the French Commercial Code
(pursuant to which liability attaches for
abruptly terminating the contract and
imposing or to trying to impose on a
business partner obligations which create a
significant imbalance in the parties the
rights and obligations).

The CEPC’s advisory opinion will
certainly be taken into account by the
FCA, whose decision is expected by the
end of 2014.
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The various pending French actions
will be resolved in the context of a wider
European offensive against the restrictive
clauses imposed by OTAs.

The German Federal Cartel Office
(Bundeskartellamt) has in December 2013
prohibited leading German hotel portal
company HRS from applying an MFN
clause which required HRS’s hotel
partners to offer their lowest rates to
HRS’s booking website. The Cartel Office
considered that such MFN clauses created
barriers to entry and prevented price
competition. Given the fact that HRS had
a market share of more than 30 per cent,
the effects of the MFN clause in question
were particularly pronounced.

The United Kingdom, Hungary and
Switzerland have also taken up the same
issue. In January 2014, the British compe-
tition authority, the Office of Fair Trading
(OFT) accepted two-year binding commit-
ments from Booking, Expedia and
InterContinental Hotels Group Plc
intended to allow all OTAs and hotels that
deal with those three business to offer
discounts off room-only rates under
certain conditions. Whilst the commit-
ments relate only to the operations of
these companies, the OFT will be looking
to other companies in the industry to
adjust their behaviour or face the threat
of further regulatory action.

More recently, on 19 May 2014, the
Italian Competition Authority (ICA)
announced that it had launched an inves-
tigation into the practices of Booking and
Expedia Inc regarding whether or not
their contracts with hotels had violated
competition laws.

A clause may breach EU competition
law if it ‘has as its object or effect’ a restric-
tion of competition. The current EU
competition law position is that most
favoured nation (MFN) clauses will

infringe Article 101(i) of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union
(TFEU) if in the individual circumstances
of the case they result in an appreciably
adverse effect on competition in the EU.
This is likely to happen when the party
imposing such clauses has substantial
market power. To date, the relevant cases
in the EU have been advanced notably on
the grounds that the effect of MFN
clauses has been to reduce competition.

However, if EU regulators’ views on
MFNs harden in the future, such clauses
may find themselves grouped together
with other serious per se infringements
such as resale price maintenance. If this
were to happen, MFNs would then be
treated as restrictions ‘by object’, with the
result that regardless of the effect or
consequences of the clause, it will be an
infringement exposing the parties to
potentially heavy fines and other
sanctions such as the unenforceability of
the agreement or clause in question.

On the other side of the Atlantic, US
antitrust law generally treats MFNs as
vertical restraints and as a result, such
provisions are judged under the ‘rule of
reason’ – balancing the pro-competitive
benefits of the arrangement against any
anti-competitive effects. Generally speak-
ing, only an MFN provision that is, on
balance, more harmful than beneficial to
competition will run foul of the law. Thus,
MFNs employed in unconcentrated
markets will be less concerning than those
employed in highly concentrated markets.

In any case, given that the clauses and
practices implemented by OTAs,
especially Expedia and Booking, are
being carefully scrutinised, all OTAs
should assess their market and legal
positions if they wish to implement or
retain parity and other restrictive clauses
in their agreements.
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